EXPLOIT SYNERGIES. STAY UNIQUE.

Brands of the WILD Group

WILD

PHOTONIC

▼ WILD Group
A FOCUS ON THE BIG PICTURE ...

... AND A LOVE FOR DETAIL

start the process
ONE-STOP PROCESS

WILD is your system partner for the development and production of your sophisticated optomechatronic assemblies and complete devices.

- Adjustment of our service packages to suit your requirements
- WIN - WILD Integrated Network - A partner network that ensures flexible and full availability of all required skills and resources
- No own products under the WILD brand

OUR SERVICE MODULES

Perfectly customizable for your order!
We solve complex problems with a flexible combination of suitable elements from our range of services.
YOUR BENEFITS

SIMPLE
Simplification
One-stop shop for optomechatronics

OPTIMIZED
Avoid wastage
Minimized total cost of ownership

TRUST
Comprehensive, carefree package
From the idea to the product’s end of life

FLEXIBLE
Fast implementation of changes
High availability combined with low capital commitment

QUICK
Time-to-market success
Prompt replacement

“WILD is our key partner in the production of our state-of-the-art aerial cameras. Absolute precision and reliability are a must. WILD supports us in the development of new products. Over many years of cooperation, we have learned to appreciate WILD as a very competent partner and we look forward to many more years together.”

Alexander Wiechert, Vexcel Imaging GmbH
CEO

“WILD - right tool to solve your problems.”
Mr. Wojciech Przybecki, Cormay Group
Project Manager

“This joint project (26-2-98) is a logistics strategy project in which 26 device types can be delivered within 2 days in 98% of cases. The project was a complete success. Its implementation meant a significant reduction in delivery times and a simpler control of different types during production.”

Frank Müller, Heidelberg Engineering GmbH
COO

Benefit from the modularity of our processes – tailored to your requirements!

start the process
NEW DIMENSION OF LIGHT

you will see
APPLICATION SPECIALIST FOR LIGHT

Photonic is the specialist for optomechatronic products such as universal lighting modules, complete light sources, surgical lamps and security equipment.

Photonic is your first port of call for the development and production of applications in medical technology, industry, life science and security technology.

OUR BUSINESS AREAS

OEM solutions
Development, production and sale of modules and complete systems

Contract development and manufacturing

Free market
Worldwide sale of Photonic components and systems via Photonic distributor network

OUR SERVICES

Concept
Customised product definitions and implementation concepts

Development
Own and third-party products

Prototyping
Securing quality requirements

Service
Individual support

Manufacturing
Several certified manufacturing sites and strategic supply chain management

Standards & Certification
Complete support for all necessary documents and processes
CUSTOMIZED SOLUTIONS

Photonic holds detailed knowledge of product applications, markets and customers’ individual requirements. We convince by uncompromising quality, speed and flexibility.

FAST
Prompt replies to customer queries
Rapid delivery service

QUALITATIVE
High-quality materials and components
High compatibility

CUSTOMIZED
Individual solutions
Personal communication

CREATIVE & FLEXIBLE
Meeting customer requirements to the full
Exceptional design ideas

CONFIDENT
Reliable and validated processes

“For us, Photonic is a competent partner with a great ability to find solutions, as well as high flexibility and commitment to quality that deserves our trust.”
Ralf Steinmeyer, ZEISS Microscopy
Stereomicroscopy Development Manager

“Hirtenberger Defence has found a reliable, flexible, and powerful partner in Photonic, whose systems continuously impress in terms of quality, function and design.”
Carsten Barth, Hirtenberger Defence Systems
Vice President Sales & Marketing

Experience a new dimension of light and challenge us.

you will see